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Abstract: This paper tries to clarify the differences between Language for general 

purposes, Specialised language and Language for specific purposes and its sub-branch French 
for academic purposes. It offers an explanation on why it would be useful to organise such 
courses within the universities or their partner institutions. It provides answers to the 
following questions: who would be in need of such a course, what would be the most useful 
content, what would be the most effective way to transfer the content and what would be the 
most adequate supporting material. Preparing the program curriculum is described in five 
stages and the thematic fields that should be included in such a program are given. The paper 
also offers examples of both the program curriculum and the exam that can be given at the 
end of the program. It offers examples of the didactic material that can be included. A 
transversal approach was applied, the common needs of all were taken into account, outside 
of a specific discipline, given the fact that language courses are mostly organised by language 
and language knowledge level, rarely by scientific discipline. It explains how this 
communication-oriented approach can develop all four competencies (reading, writing, 
listening and speaking) necessary for effective use of a foreign language in mastering 
university competencies.  
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INTRODUCTION 

French as a foreign language can be taught for general purposes and for 
specialised purposes. Taking into consideration the latter, the distinction should be 
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made between specialised language and French for specific purposes. Specialised 
language is interested in the scientific discipline itself and the specific needs of the 
field of specialisation and not in the communicative situations. This kind of 
language is taught at universities or specialised schools, for instance, when 
teaching medical French to medicine students or legal French to law students. 
French for specific purposes, on the other hand, takes into account students’ needs 
to achieve the creation of a tailor-made program. The main goal of the program 
being to familiarise the student with communicative situations, he/she will most 
probably encounter in a foreign language. There are five stages in preparing the 
French for specific purposes program:  

1. Identifying the demand; 

2. Analysis of needs; 
3. Collection of field data; 
4. Linguistic data analysis and 
5. Development of didactic program and materials. 

French for academic purposes follows the same strategy as French for specific 
purposes. It aims to prepare non-French speaking students to continue more 
easily their university studies in France. The main goal here is to familiarise the 
students with phrases corresponding to their field of study. Therefore, students 
from different faculties may have the same needs when preparing to study in 
France. For example, they should all be familiarised with different types of lectures 
(le cours magistral - CM, les travaux diriges - TD, les travaux pratiques - TP), 
exams (les contrôles continus, le partiel, les examens de fin d’années/terminaux) 
or titles at French universities, as well as with more practical information, school 
services (service de la scolarité, service de reprographie…), police station or 
doctor’s appointments, accommodation, but also the employability rate, 
opportunities that await, what are the possibilities once the final exams are passed. 
The specific purpose vocabulary here is student vocabulary, expressions such as 
collaborative note-taking (la prise de notes collaborative) or policies such as 
compensation policy (system de compensation), for example.  

With student exchange programs getting more and more numerous, the need 
has increased to adopt both the language structure and the cultural pattern. This 
means that both communicative situations and cultural background should be 
taken into account when preparing the didactic program. The scope of the 
potential content being very large and the number of classes usually limited, the 
units should be carefully selected and the students instructed how to further 
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explore by themselves in the directions of their own interest.  

1. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT  

Since French for academic purposes represents a sub-branch of French for 
specific purposes, the same five stages in preparing the program mentioned above 
will be used. This is what these five stages would imply in this specific context. 

1) Identifying the demand: 
 - applying for a French university, taking the entrance exam or studying 

2) Analysis of needs 
- understanding lectures and rules of conduct at the faculty 
- methodology of written and oral expression  

3) Data collection 
- documents from courses taught in French and course recordings, exam 
statements, corrected papers, models of exam papers, supporting 
documents… 

4) Data analysis  
5) Development of didactic program and materials.  

 
1) Whether applying for a university or already being enrolled, students must 

be presented with the exact data on the number of years of study, conditions of 
access, semesters repartition, combination of major and minors, different exam 
sessions, etc. This information can be taken from university websites.  

2) Once enrolled, students must understand the organisation of the teaching 
itself: distribution between lectures and practical work, examination methods, 
papers that need to be written. This data can be collected during interviews with 
teachers or testimonials from students. 

3) We can therefore conclude that the development of a French for academic 
purposes program passes through the central stage of the French for specific 
purposes, which is the collection of data.  

4) The analysis of this data allows to 5. 

 5) determine the language skills to be developed and extract the documents 
that will serve as training materials. 

 

The data can be collected from the existing (direct) data - field data and from 
solicited (indirect data) - background data, interviews, recordings of 
reconstructed situations. 
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The field data that the teacher of French for academic purposes can use 
consists of all the forms of work expected of students once they are enrolled in a 
French university. These forms are usually explained by the teachers during their 
first class: note-taking, consultation of websites, distributed course materials, 
documents on digital media, etc.  

Students should be able to combine the different elements of teaching 
devices, make use of the material handed out before the lesson, the documents 
projected during the session and search the adequate websites. A French for 
academic purposes teacher should find effective ways of using this data for 
students to be prepared in advance and thus more at ease and more productive. 
The activities that the teacher offers should help the students find the most useful 
strategy for them to understand and remember the content, such as: comparing 
the handout with the recording of the course or the presentation given during the 
course, analysing similarities and differences, reading then listening, or vice versa, 
practice taking notes.  

 

 
Picture 1: The different fields of French for academic purposes (Parpette C. 

Le français sur objectif universitaire: quelles compe ́tences pour les enseignants? 
Inovacije u nastavi, XXXII, 2019/2, pp 1–122019) 

 

2. THEMATIC FIELDS OF FRENCH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES 

There are four thematic fields that need to be covered in the French for 
academic purposes program as shown in Picture 1: academic discourse skills, 
university organisation, life on campus, life in France.  

This paper will present an example of a program for Serbian students who 
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are preparing to study in France. 
Target audience: Serbian students wishing to start or continue university 

studies in France. 

Objective: acculturation in the French university environment. 
Program may vary depending on the intentions and interests of the students. 

The focus can be on the different parts of the scheme: on life in France and on a 
campus on one hand, or on the university organisation and courses on the other.  

A transversal approach was applied, that is to say, the common needs of all 
were taken into account, outside of a specific discipline. Later in the program, a 
disciplinary approach can be taken and discipline-specific needs can be 
introduced. 

Teaching units and didactic material are given in Table 1. 

Content Support 

 Faculty enrolment 
 Course organisation 

Information brochure specific to each faculty 
(regulations and examples of exams) 

At the secretariat, communication with 
the teachers 

Recordings, notes - Reconstructed dialogues 

Rent an apartment 
Invoices to pay 

Apartment rental agency websites 
Reconstituted dialogue from the telephone 
conversation 

Eating (the canteen, restaurants) 
Student card 

Photos, menus, brochure, explanation of the 
procedure to obtain coupons - document made from 
the testimonials of the students 

Written expression  Existing data, authentic material 

Oral expression at the exam Audio or video, reconstructed presentations 

Cultural activities, leisure activities, 
excursions 

Brochures, websites, guides 

Problem management, health insurance, at 
the police station (visa extensions) 

Reconstituted dialogues with the insurance agent, 
consultations with the doctor, at the police station 

Intercultural differences, topics of daily 
conversation 

Written and video materials created by the teacher 
dealing with differences and sensitive subjects 

History, geography to be situated in the 
context 

Written and video materials created by the teacher 
from existing documents, tourist guides 

Table 1: Curriculum proposal 
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Depending on the number of hours at the disposal, different modules can be 
organised: a module dealing with useful writings such as the CV and the cover 
letter; another focusing on the discipline (medicine, law, management, etc.); 
another on a social phenomenon; another devoted to the development of oral 
skills; etc. A course year could be made up of several modules. 

3. DEVELOPMENT OF WRITTEN AND ORAL EXPRESSION - 
TRANSVERSAL COMPETENCIES 

As in any language course, the aim of the French for academic purposes 
program is to develop all four competencies: reading, listening, writing and 
speaking. In chapter 2, the examples have been given of how to use the data 
collected to develop reading and listening skills. For written and oral expression 
required of students, after the analysis of the written productions, the program 
should include a set of language tasks that can be enumerated in this way: 

Re-produce (reconstruct the course) 
→ identify and name, (objects, notions, phenomena),  
→ define 
 → copy 
 → classify 
→ imitate  
→ apply, deduce (math), induce. 

 
Reformulate 
→ alter, modify 
 → convince  
→ argue 
 → comment (from the course) 
 → demonstrate (validate, verify in math and experimental sciences) 
 
Re-link (associate, match) knowledge, objects, concepts 
→ identify 
 → compare 
 → interpret 
 → estimate, measure  
→ analyse  
→ innovate, create 
 → challenge 
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Each macro-skill should be subdivided into micro-skills themselves broken 
down into linguistic know-how and knowledge in order to establish a map of skills 
necessary for university integration. Ex. Argue, compare, expose, give your point 
of view, your opinion (objective: re-formulate), reconstruct sets of information, 
put into perspective (Mangiante, et Parpette, 2012.).  

4. EXAMINATION 

A French for academic purposes examination should, like any other, include 
written and oral part of the exam. The field data can be used for the reading and 
listening part. For example, after listening to an audio recording of a lecture, 
students can answer questions, such as: what is the name of the course, what year 
of study is it, what is the duration of the course, what kind of course is it (CM, TD 
or TP), what is the main objective of the course. After an audio recording of an 
exam, students can respond to questions such as how long does the exam last, what 
is the form of the exam or to find the equivalent at their own university. In a less 
transversal module, the exam can be organised as a case study, around a 
disciplinary topic. Here are some propositions of tasks that could be included in 
the written and oral knowledge test in a transversal module:  

Expression écrite 
(Written expression) 

1. Rappelez les trois types de cours de l’université français. 
(Recall the three types of French university courses.) 

1. 2. 3. 

2. Relevez les trois formes de travail indiquées à l’écran et remplissez le tableau: 
(Identify the three work methods indicated on the screen and complete the table: ) 

Formes de travail: 
(Work method) 

 Explications: 

a) ex. CM-Cours 
magistral 

(Lecture) 

a) ex. Les étudiants sont a l’écoute de l’enseignant 
(Students listen to the teacher)  

b) b) 

c) c) 

3. Listez les trois supports de travail: 
(List the three working supports) 
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1. ex. PowerPoint 
presentation 

2. 3. 

Expression orale 
(Oral expression) 

Regardez les photos et expliquez oralement ce qu’elles représentent.  
(Look at the photos and explain orally what they represent.) 

Table 2: Example of exam 
 
This certainly not being the exhaustive list of topics that can be included in 

the exam, it can be amended or completed depending on the course content. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has given an insight into what a French for academic purposes 
course would need to incorporate in order for the students to develop all four 
competencies necessary to start or continue their studies in a French speaking 
university. Whether it is administrative integration, the transmission or the 
validation of knowledge, linguistic competence is essential for achieving effective 
communication in a foreign language in different social contexts. Like any other 
language for specific purposes course, it is as much an integration course as it is a 
linguistic one.  

As it has been shown here, the French for academic purposes approach is 
very closely linked to university situations and to the skills required at all levels: 
respect of university rules, oral reception of lectures, adoption of optimal work 
strategies, writing exam papers according to the rules required, as well as 
understanding the purpose of the diploma obtained.  

The main goal of a communication-oriented curriculum is to help students 
integrate their new community more easily, without anxiety, as confident foreign 
language speakers.  
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